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Milieudefensie, its nigerian sis-

ter organisation environmental 

rights Action and four nigerian 

fi shermen and farmers are hold-

ing Shell headquarters in the 

netherlands liable for the mas-

sive damage that oil spills cause 

in villages in the niger delta 

of nigeria – because a dutch 

company with a �7 billion dollar 

annual profi t cannot walk away 

from the consequences of its 

activities. 

Oil and the Niger Delta 
The niger delta is situated in the South-
east of nigeria and is a huge fertile wet-
land. Subsistence farming and fi shing are 
the mainstay of the people. inhabited by 
more than 3,000 long-settled communi-
ties, the present population fi gure of the 
niger delta is estimated to be �7 million.1 
Of the people residing in the niger 
delta region, 75 per cent rely on natural 
endowments for a living. But air, water, 
soil and forest resources have been dev-
astated by the exploitation of oil and 
gas resources. Particular problems result 
from gas fl ares and oil spills. Local people 
suffer harm to their health, productivity, 

aging facilities and human errors. in Janu-
ary �008, the nigerian national Oil Spill 
detection and response Agency (nOS-
drA) declared it had so far located more 
than 1,150 oil spill sites abandoned by 
various oil companies within the niger 
delta.5 The niger delta still looks green 
from above. On the surface the damage is 
big: fi sh have died; some agricultural lands 
have become infertile; drinking water has 
become polluted. 

Shell and oil spills
For decades, royal dutch Shell has been 
the biggest foreign investor in nigeria, 
operating a joint venture that accounts for 
about 40 per cent of nigerian oil produc-
tion. Shell operates an intensive network of 
oil pipelines in the niger delta. in the peri-
od 1997-�00�, according to its own annual 

incomes and welfare.� 
For decades, oil has been the main export 
product of nigeria, number eight of the 
world’s oil producing countries. Oil reve-
nues have not brought about prosperity for 
nigerians, on the contrary. According to the 
World Bank, the portion of the population 
living in poverty grew from �8 percent in 
1980 to �� percent by �000. Sectors of the 
non-oil economy have almost disappeared.3 

Oil spills 
For decades now, oil spills have devas-
tated the environment of the fertile niger 
delta. According to available statistics, in 
the last 30 years more than 400,000 tons 
of oil have spilled into the creeks and soils 
of southern nigeria. Some 70 per cent of 
the oil has not been recovered.4 The vast 
majority of the spills are a consequence of 

Spill from Shell’s Trans Niger 
pipeline in Goi K
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Oil spills 
in the Niger Delta  
in Nigeria

Shell oil well 

Shell pipeline 
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Andere foto’s om te gebruiken:

foto 20080017.jpg
bijschrift: Olievervuiling in Ikot Ada Udo, 
Nigeria. Voorheen verbouwden de dor-
pelingen hier cassave en yam. 
credits: Kadir van Lohuizen/NOOR

foto 20080016
bijschrift: Deze olie-installatie van Shell 
morst sinds 2004 regelmatig olie op de 
akkers van Ikot Ada Udo, Nigeria.
Credits: Kadir van Lohuizen/NOOR

foto 20080010
Bijschrift: De Trans Niger pijpleiding van 
Shell lekte in 2004 en 2007 olie in de 
kreken van vissersdorp Goi, Nigeria. 
Credits: Kadir van Lohuizen/NOOR

foto 20080664
Bijschrift: Visser in Goi, Nigeria. 
Credits: Kadir van Lohuizen/NOOR

reports, Shell nigeria experienced about 
�50 oil spills each year.� in the early 1990s, 
when the amount of oil spills was about the 
same level, Shell nigeria claimed some 75 
per cent of their oil spills resulted from cor-
rosion in older pipelines and other equip-
ment and human failure. About �5 per cent 
were the result of sabotage.7 Today, Shell 
nigeria claims some �0 per cent are the 
consequence of sabotage.8 

Ageing facilities
Shell admits it still has a lot of ageing oil 
facilities in nigeria. interviewed for the 
Shell Sustainability report �00�, the man-
aging director of SPdC Basil Omiyi stated: 
“We do (...) have a substantial backlog 
of asset integrity work to reduce spills 
and flaring.”9 “Asset integrity work is a 
term for the condition of oil-installations 
(trunklines, wellheads, flowlines, flowsta-
tions, terminals), among others the condi-
tion to prevent oil spills.”
At the beginning of �004 Shell admit-
ted to Christian Aid that the company’s 
transparency on the “overall picture” of 
the age and condition of its pipelines in 
nigeria with respect to industry standards 
was incomplete.10 in �008, this “over-
all picture” still isn’t publicly available. in 
October �007, Professor richard Steiner 
(university of Alaska) requested for a copy 
of “Shell nigeria’s / SPdC’s Asset integrity 
review” conducted in �004 and any subse-
quent update on the review. in december 
�007, Olav Ljosne, Shell’s regional direc-
tor Communications Africa, replied: “The 
Asset integrity reviews are internal Shell 
operating documents designed to provide 
information on the state of our assets and 

improvements that are necessary – and are 
regarded as strictly confidential and busi-
ness sensitive.”11

Nigerian law on oil spills
nigerian law concerning oil spills is fairly 
clear. The nigerian Federal environmental 
Protection Agency Act of 1988 orders that 
following an oil spill oil companies should 
“begin immediate clean-up operations fol-
lowing the best available clean-up practice 
and removal methods.”1�

The Oil Pipeline Act of 1990 states that oil 
companies should pay compensation to 
any person suffering damage as a con-
sequence of any breakage of or leakage 
from the pipeline or an ancillary installation 
(except when the spill is the result of the 
malicious act of a third person).13

The nigerian Petroleum Act of 19�9 states 
that oil and gas production shall conform 
with good oilfield practice, according to 
American standards.14 

Shell in Nigerian Court
While nigerian law concerning oil spills is 
fairly clear, the practise of oil companies 
on the ground has seldom been tested in 
court. Approximately 500 oil spill-related 
cases have been filed against Shell nige-
ria in nigerian courts.15 Many of these 
cases have been pending for years, there 
have been few definite judgments. Prince 
Chima Williams, barrister and Head Legal 
resources of environmental rights Action 
(Friends of the earth nigeria) reports: “in 
nigeria getting justice from multinational 
corporations by communities is a Hercu-
lean task. Because of cost implications, 
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such as for lawyers and for environmental 
surveys to gather evidence, communities 
often can’t afford to keep a case going. 
On the other hand, corporations capital-
ise on every opportunity to delay definite 
judgments with the aim of wearing out the 
community litigants and rendering them 
vulnerable. in the process most of the liti-
gants die off, abandon their cases, receive 
peanuts from corporations and in some 
cases fight themselves.”
Ken Wiwa, son of the Ogoni leader Ken 
Saro-Wiwa who was executed november 
1995, fighting for environmental justice, 
states: “The court system in nigeria is 
notoriously slow and inefficient, that is until 
the rich and powerful need a judgment.”1�
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Fisherman in Goi, Nigeria
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